Honeywell

Declaration of Conformity

ISSUED BY: Honeywell International Inc.
165 Eileen Way
P.O. Box 9035
Syosset NY U.S.A.

REPRESENTATIVE: Honeywell Security and Custom Electronics
Newhouse Industrial Estate
Motherwell, Lanarkshire
ML1 5SB U.K.

TYPE OF EQUIPMENT: Control Panel for Alarm/Security Systems

MODEL NUMBERS: VISTA-120 VISTA-120A VISTA-120NL VISTA-120LCT*
Vista-120 ADVista-120 VISTA 120NL VISTA-120NLLC'T*

ACCESSORIES: 266PA 268 269 269R

to which this declaration relates, are in conformity with the following Directives and Standards:


EN 61000-6-3:2001: Generic emission standard for residential, commercial, and light-industrial environments.

EN 50130-4:1995 + A1r1998 Electromagnetic compatibility - Immunity requirements for components of fire, intruder and social alarm systems

IEC 61000-4-3:1995 Radiated, radio-frequency electromagnetic field immunity test
IEC 61000-4-4:1995 Electrical fast transient/burst immunity test
IEC 61000-4-5:1995 Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) — Surge immunity test
IEC 61000-4-6:1996 Immunity to conducted disturbances, induced by radio-frequency fields
IEC 61000-4-11:1994 Voltage dips, short interruptions and voltage variations immunity tests
EN 61000-3-2:2000 Limits for harmonic current emissions


EN 60950-1:2001*: Safety of information technology equipment
* when installed according to applicable national electrical codes and Honeywell instructions


ETS 300 001 Attachment to Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), General technical requirements for equipment connected to analogue subscriber interface in the PSTN

Place of issue: Syosset NY U.S.A. Date of Issue: 21 June 2007

by Authorized signature — Steve Amodeo Title V.P. Quality Assurance

Serial no. DC0069 06/2007